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We study electron and hole injection in MoO3 charge generation layers �CGLs� commonly used for
establishing balanced injection in multilayer stacked organic light-emitting diodes �SOLEDs�. A
compound CGL consisting of 100-Å-thick MoO3 and Li-doped 4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline in
a 1:1 molar ratio is demonstrated to have a high electron generation efficiency. Charge injection
from the compound CGL is modeled based on a two-step process consisting of tunneling-assisted
thermionic emission over an injection barrier of �1.2�0.2� eV and a trap level due to oxygen
vacancies at �0.06�0.01� eV above the MoO3 valence band edge. Peak external quantum
efficiencies �EQEs� of �10.5�0.2�%, �10.1�0.2�%, �8.6�0.2�%, and �8.9�0.2�% are obtained
for tris-�phenylpyridine�iridium-based electrophosphorescent OLEDs with indium tin oxide �ITO�
anode/CGL cathode, CGL anode/CGL cathode, CGL anode/Al cathode, and ITO anode/Al cathode
contacts, respectively. Based on our analysis, a three-element green emitting electrophosphorescent
SOLED is demonstrated with a peak forward-viewing EQE= �24.3�1.0�% and a power efficiency
of �19�1� lm /W. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3275050�

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to their importance in stacked organic light-emitting
diode �SOLED� and tandem organic solar cell
performance,1,2 attention has focused on developing efficient
charge generation layers �CGLs� employing stable metal
oxides.3–5 To optimize such layers, an understanding of the
charge generation mechanism must be developed. In past
work, tunneling based on field-induced charge carrier sepa-
ration at doped organic/organic heterointerfaces was used to
model their performance.6 Yet the physics of the metal-
oxide-based carrier generation process has not yet been ad-
equately explored.

We have recently reported on efficient R-G-B SOLEDs
using transparent, compound CGLs consisting of MoO3 ad-
jacent to Li-doped 4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline
�BPhen�.7 The device yielded a peak total external quantum
efficiency �EQE� and power efficiency �PE� of �ext

= �36�2�% and �p= �21�1� lm /W at current densities of
J=82 �A /cm2 and J=17 �A /cm2, respectively. Both the
high efficiency and white balance achieved in this SOLED
indicate that efficient charge generation and injection can be
obtained using MoO3,8 and the results may be generalized to
other compound CGLs such as Mg:tris-�8-hydroxy-
quinoline�-aluminum�Alq3� /WO3 and Mg:Alq3 /V2O5.9,10

To further understand and optimize the CGL architec-
ture, in this work we systematically study the charge genera-
tion in CGLs based on transparent metal oxides. We analyze
the current density-voltage �J-V� and capacitance-voltage
�C-V� characteristics of electron- and hole-only devices con-
sisting of MoO3 layers with varying thicknesses and over a
wide range of temperature. Optimized performance of a

Li:2,9-dimethyl-4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline
�BCP� /MoO3 CGL is demonstrated by varying both the
thickness of MoO3 and the Li doping ratio in BCP. Ther-
mally assisted tunneling from a trap level at
�0.06�0.01� eV above the MoO3 valence band maximum
into the adjacent organic layer is proposed to explain the
temperature dependence of the J-V characteristics in both
electron- and hole-only devices. The results show the impor-
tance of maintaining charge balance in each subelement to
achieve high quantum efficiency.11 Based on our analysis, we
demonstrate a three-element green electrophosphorescent
SOLED whose energy-level diagram is shown in Fig. 1�a�,
establishing charge balance and comparable efficiency for
each element in the stack having a different anode/cathode
combination.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, the ther-
mionically assisted tunneling injection model is proposed,
followed by experimental details in Sec. III. The results are
presented in Sec. IV and are analyzed in Sec. V. We apply
our results to designing and demonstrating an efficient, three-
element green electrophosophorescent SOLED, also de-
scribed in Sec. V. In Sec. VI, we present conclusions.

II. THEORY

We base our analysis on the hypothesis that electron in-
jection occurs via thermionically excited electrons into traps
located at energy, �t, above the MoO3 valance band maxi-
mum, as shown in Fig. 1�b�. This is followed by field-
assisted tunneling through the thin depletion region of the
adjacent, doped organic layer. At applied voltage, V, the elec-
tron �Je,CGL� and hole �Jh,CGL� current densities in the CGL
interface region in Fig. 1 are as follows:a�Electronic mail: stevefor@umich.edu.
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Je,CGL = Jh,CGL = qveNtfP�V� , �1�

where f =1 /1+exp�q�t /kT� is the Fermi–Dirac function, q is
the elementary charge, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the
temperature, �t is the trap level above the MoO3 valence
band maximum, ve is the electron thermal velocity,12 Nt is
the trap concentration, and P�V� is the tunneling probability
over an interface barrier of height, �B.13 Now,

P�V� = exp�−
�

E�V�
�B

3/2� , �2�

where �=4�2ms
�q /3� for a triangular energy barrier. Here,

E�V� is the electric field at voltage, V, ms
� is the electron

effective mass in the organic semiconductor, and � is
Planck’s constant divided by 2�.

We note that in earlier work, Fowler–Nordheim tunnel-
ing has been used to explain the conduction characteristics of
metal oxides diodes such as Al–Al2O3–Au. While a weak
temperature dependence observed in that work was attributed
to “compensation effects”14 that follow an Arrhenius equa-
tion, to our knowledge no quantitative fit to that temperature
dependence �as in Eq. �1�� has been shown.

Aside from providing efficient carrier injection, the CGL
must establish charge balance in adjacent subelements in a
stacked device. Charge balance can be realized by the use of
blocking layers15 or by balanced carrier injection. For a dis-
crete OLED, charge balance is maintained by Ohmic injec-
tion of electrons and holes into the light emissive layer

�EML�. This process is more complicated in a SOLED, con-
sidering the increased number of energy barriers to hole and
electron injection that exist between counterelectrodes.

Now, the exciton generation rate at current density J is16

G�J� =� G�x,J�dx =
1

q
� d�Je�x��

dx
dx =

−
1

q
� d�Jh�x��

dx
dx 	

1

q
J� , �3�

where G�x ,J� is the volume generation rate of excitons be-
tween positions x and x+dx in the EML, with x=0 taken at
the EML/electron transport layer �ETL� interface. The inte-
gration is across the entire width of the EML. The charge
balance factor, �, is the ratio of holes to electrons injected
into the EML,17 given by

� =
Jh,A − Jh,C

J
=

Je,C − Je,A

J
, �4�

where Jh,A, Jh,C, Je,A, and Je,C are the hole �h� and electron
�e� current densities at the anode �A� and cathode �C� sides
of the EML. For high-efficiency electrophosphorescent
OLEDs, the charge balance factor is near unity,18 indicating
that equal numbers of electrons and holes are simultaneously
present in the recombination zone.

III. EXPERIMENTAL

Both the electron- and hole-only devices were prepared
on detergent and solvent cleaned glass substrates that were
immediately transferred into a vacuum chamber with a base
pressure of 10−7 Torr after a 10 min exposure to an UV/
ozone treatment.19 For the electron-only device shown in
Fig. 2�a�, a 50-nm-thick Al cathode to minimize hole injec-
tion was deposited onto the glass substrate through a 1-mm-
wide striped shadow mask. This was followed by the depo-
sition of a 40-nm-thick layer of BCP and a 10-nm-thick Li-

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Proposed energy-level diagram of a three-
subelement tris-�phenylpyridine�iridium �Ir�ppy�3� SOLED. The numbers
indicate the highest occupied molecular orbital �HOMO� and lowest unoc-
cupied molecular orbital �LUMO� energies relative to vacuum �in eV�. The
HOMO and LUMO energies of Ir�ppy�3 are 5.1 and 2.6 eV, respectively.
The arrows indicate the carrier injection direction, with Jh,ITO, Je,Al, and
Je�h�,CGL indicating electrons �holes� injected from ITO, Al, and CGL, re-
spectively. �b� Energy level of CGL in the proposed thermally assisted tun-
neling model, where �t is the trap level with respect to MoO3 valence band
maximum, and �B is the tunneling barrier. Holes �open circle� and electrons
�solid circle� are dissociated under the electric field, resulting in current
density of Jh,CGL, and Je,CGL, respectively.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Proposed energy-level diagrams of the �a� electron-,
and �b� hole-only devices.
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doped layer of BCP in a 1:1 molar ratio. On this surface, a
layer of MoO3 of different thicknesses �5, 10, and 20 nm�
was deposited, followed by a second 50-nm-thick Al cathode
deposited through a 1-mm-wide striped shadow mask posi-
tioned perpendicular to the anode stripes. Similarly, for the
hole-only device �see Fig. 2�b��, a 50-nm-thick Al electrode
was deposited onto the glass substrate, followed by the depo-
sition of a 10-nm-thick Li-doped BCP with 1:1 molar ratio
and MoO3 of varied thicknesses �0, 5, 10, and 20 nm�. Then
40-nm-thick
4 ,4�-bis�N-�1-naphthyl�-N-phenyl-amino�-biphenyl �NPD�
was deposited as a hole transport layer �HTL�, followed by a
50-nm-thick MoO3 electron blocking layer �EBL�, and
capped by a 50-nm thick Al cathode.

The ionization potentials and work functions used in the
energy-level diagrams have been taken from the
literature.20,21 Note, however, that there remains disagree-
ment for some of these values, with the range particularly
large for MoO3.22 For the purposes of this work, we use a
work function of 5.7 eV,20 consistent with the values ob-
tained for material deposited using methods similar to those
employed here. For example, recent experiments23 replacing
MoO3 with an organic thin film as an electron blocking layer
provides additional support to our choice of the MoO3 va-
lence band energy given in Figs. 1 and 2. Finally, photoelec-
tron spectroscopic data in our laboratory �to be reported else-
where� obtained for the film growth methods and material
compositions used here are consistent with the more shallow
assignment of the valence maximum.

For characterization, samples were mounted in a cryostat
where the temperature was varied from 159 to 296 K, and
J-V characteristics were measured using a parameter ana-
lyzer �HP 4145B�. The C-V measurements employed an
impedance/gain-phase analyzer �HP 4194A�, from which we
infer the free carrier concentration and position of the inter-
face barrier. The C-V measurements were obtained at a fre-
quency of 200 Hz, which is sufficiently low to allow for
dielectric relaxation.24 Optical characterization of the devices
employed a calibrated detector reference using standard
methods described previously.25

IV. RESULTS

The room temperature J-V characteristics of the
electron-only device with MoO3 thicknesses of 50, 100, and
200 Å are shown in Fig. 3�a�. For electron injection, the Al
electrode on the BCP side is positively biased relative to the
Al electrode on the MoO3 side. The lack of rectification of
the J-V characteristics indicates nearly equally efficient elec-
tron injection from the CGL and the cathode.6 Under forward
bias �V	0�, a dependence on MoO3 thickness is observed,
with 100 Å the optimized thickness for the electron-only
devices. Figure 3�b� shows the hole-only device with no
MoO3 introduced, the current densities at a given forward
bias are reduced with the temperature ranging from 159 to
296 K, and a rectification ratio of 
104 at �5 V is observed
at room temperature.

The C-V characteristics of the electron-only devices are
shown in Fig. 4�a�. Depletion layer widths calculated from

the capacitance26 are shown in Fig. 4�b�. In Fig. 4�c�, the
effect of different free carrier concentrations on interface
depletion width is demonstrated for CGLs with a 100-Å-
thick layer of MoO3. The concentrations of Li in BCP are
varied from 1:1 to 1:10 molar ratio, corresponding to deple-
tion widths of 24 and 85 Å, respectively. The device without
Li doping shows a fully depleted region with a thickness of
110 Å.

The current densities as functions of 1 /E�V� for various
temperatures ranging from 159 to 296 K are plotted for
electron-only �Fig. 5� devices shown in Fig. 2�a�. Here, the
electric field is taken as the ratio of the applied voltage to the
charge generation layer thickness, after subtracting the 2.7 V
built-in potential. Small voltage drops at the contact/organic
layer interface and across the highly Li-doped layers are ne-
glected. In Fig. 6, the current densities J versus 1000 /T are
plotted for an electric field E=2.0
107 V /cm, from which
we obtain the trap activation energy �t. Corresponding plots
for hole-only devices are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respec-
tively.

V. DISCUSSIONS

A. Thermally assisted tunneling injection

The presence of MoO3 is required for efficient charge
generation, as shown by comparison of Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�.
Under reverse bias, both Al contacts are nearly Ohmic due to
the high Li concentration in BCP, as well as due to the 50-
Å-thick MoO3 between the NPD and the Al cathode, which,
in combination, enhances hole injection.20 Under forward

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Room-temperature J-V characteristics of the
electron-only devices with MoO3 of thickness 50 Å �square�, 100 Å �circle�,
and 200 Å �triangle�. �b� The J-V characteristics of the hole-only device �Al
500 Å/Li:BCP 100 Å/NPD 400 Å /MoO3 50 Å/Al 500 Å� at 159 K �open
square� and 296 K �open circle�.
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bias, however, both electron and hole injections are reduced
at the electrodes, and the current density is a result of carrier
generation from the CGL. With efficient injection and trans-
port facilitated for both electrons and holes under both re-
verse and forward biases, symmetric J-V characteristics are
observed for electron-only devices with various MoO3 thick-
nesses, as shown in Fig. 3�a�. Among the CGLs with varied
thicknesses of MoO3, the device with a 100-Å-thick CGL
shows a high generation efficiency, with a current three to
four times higher than for 50- and 200-Å-thick MoO3 layers
at 	2 V under forward bias. The MoO3 is too thin to result
in complete and uniform coverage at 50 Å, hence reducing
injection at this interface, while at thicknesses 	100 Å, tun-
neling injection is significantly attenuated.

The J-V characteristics of the hole-only devices, not
shown here, yield a similar dependence on MoO3 thickness.
Shown in Fig. 3�b� are the J-V characteristics of a hole-only
device, with the structure Al �500 Å�/Li:BCP �100 Å�/NPD
�400 Å� /MoO3 �50 Å�/Al �500 Å�. Here the 50-Å-thick
MoO3 adjacent to Al cathode acts as EBL. Inefficient carrier

generation was observed under forward bias due to the ab-
sence of MoO3 at the anode, resulting in a rectification ratio
of 
104 at �5 V at room temperature. The hysteresis behav-
ior at 159 K, shown in Fig. 3�b� where zero current occurs at
�1.2 V for voltage swept from �5 to 5 V, is possibly due to

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� The C-V characteristics and �b� calculated deple-
tion widths of the electron-only devices with MoO3 of the thickness 50 Å
�square�, 100 Å �circle�, and 200 Å �triangle� at frequency of 200 Hz. �c�
Calculated depletion widths of the electron-only devices with 100-Å-thick
MoO3 with Li: BCP in a 1:10 molar ratio �circle� and Li: BCP in a 1:1 molar
ratio �triangle�, and without Li doping �square�.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Current density �J� vs inverse electric field �E� for
electron-only devices with MoO3 thicknesses of �a� 50 Å, �b� 100 Å, and �c�
200 Å under temperatures that varied from 159 to 296 K. The solid lines are
fits according to the tunneling-assisted thermionic emission model.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Current density �J� vs 1000 /T, where T is the tem-
perature for electron-only devices at an applied electric field E=2.0

107 V /cm, except for the device with 200-Å-thick MoO3, E=2.6

107 V /cm is used. The solid line fits yield the trap energy level, �t, listed
in Table I.
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the electron capture and delayed re-emission at defect states
in MoO3 introduced during film deposition.27

To understand the thickness dependence of the charge
carrier generation efficiency, C-V measurements for the
electron-only devices are shown in Fig. 4�a�. The depletion

widths in the doped BCP layer, are 30, 24, and 26 Å for
CGLs with MoO3 thicknesses of 50, 100, and 200 Å, respec-
tively �Fig. 4�b��. The relative static permittivity used to de-
termine the carrier concentration is 3.0 for the organic
layers.28 In the case of 1:1 Li:BCP, the electron concentration
in BCP is calculated to be Nd
1019 cm−3 as inferred from
the depletion width of 24 Å.29 This is in agreement with the
1:1 molar ratio of Li:BCP doping concentration, suggesting
one electron per Li atom. We conclude that both the exis-
tence of MoO3 with the optimized thickness and the heavily
doped BCP layer ensure a very thin depletion layer that al-
lows for efficient electron injection.30 Since the tunneling
probability is an exponential function of tunneling distance,
the 100-Å-thick MoO3 sample results in the highest tunnel-
ing injection efficiency compared to the other thicknesses
used.

To extract energy barrier �B, the J versus E−1 character-
istics of the electron-only devices with various MoO3 thick-
nesses are plotted in Fig. 5, where E is calculated by sub-
tracting the built-in potential, 2.7 V, from the applied voltage.
Since Li:BCP and MoO3 are highly doped n-type and p-type
semiconductor materials, respectively, the built-in potential
at the Li:BCP /MoO3 junction is determined by the differ-
ence between BCP LUMO �3.0 eV� and MoO3 valence band
maximum �5.7 eV�.20 Linear relationships in log�J� versus
E−1 are observed for devices in the temperature range from
159 to 296 K. Energy barriers, �B, obtained from the fit of
Eq. �1� to these data are listed in Table I.

To extract the trap activation energy, �t, the current den-
sities J versus 1000 /T for these same data are plotted in Fig.
6. The slopes of the fits �solid lines� yield �t

= �0.06�0.01� eV independent of the MoO3 thickness. The
intercepts yield the value qveNt
106 A /cm2. Taking the
electron thermal velocity of ve
106 cm /s, we obtain a trap
concentrations Nt
1019 /cm3, as listed in Table I. The com-
paratively small temperature dependence of ve �
T1/2� rela-
tive to the Fermi–Dirac term allows for its omission from the
model without incurring significant error.

Similar plots for hole-only devices are shown in Figs. 7
and 8. The electric field within the CGL is more complicated
to estimate than for electron-only devices due to the voltage
drop across the undoped NPD. Hence, we fabricated the fol-
lowing device: indium tin oxide �ITO� �1500 Å�/NPD
�400 Å� /MoO3 �100 Å�/Al �500 Å� to determine E. From
these data, we obtain �B and �t, with the results also pre-
sented in Table I. Agreement between the energies and trap

FIG. 7. �Color online� Current density �J� vs inverse electric field �E� for
hole-only devices with MoO3 thicknesses of �a� 50 Å, �b� 100 Å, and �c� 200
Å under temperatures that varied from 180 to 296 K. The solid lines are fits
according to the tunneling-assisted thermionic emission model.

FIG. 8. �Color online� Current density �J� vs 1000 /T, where T is the tem-
perature for hole-only devices at an applied electric field E=1.6

107 V /cm. The solid line fits yield the trap energy level, �t, listed in
Table I.

TABLE I. Tunneling barrier, �B, trap depth, �t, and trap density, Nt, of
electron- and hole-only devices vs. MoO3 thickness.

Devices 50 Å 100 Å 200 Å

Electron-only �B�eV� 1.1�0.1 1.3�0.1 1.2�0.1
�t�eV� 0.07�0.01 0.06�0.01 0.06�0.01

Nt�
10−18 cm−3� 1.2�0.8 12.5�7.3 2.5�1.4

Hole-only �B�eV� 1.1�0.1 1.0�0.1 1.0�0.1
�t�eV� 0.08�0.02 0.09�0.02 0.09�0.02

Nt�
10−18 cm−3� 15.7�9.2 9.9�5.8 3.1�1.9
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densities obtained for both the electron- and hole-only de-
vices provides significant support for our model.

B. Combining multiple CGLs in SOLEDs

To determine the effects of the charge generation effi-
ciency on the performance of a green emitting SOLED with
more than two subelements, OLEDs using the CGL as either
a cathode �cell-L�, an anode �cell-R�, or both �cell-M� were
fabricated �see Fig. 9�a��, as well as the control device with
an ITO anode/Al cathode combination. Detailed structures
are provided in Table II. Note that for cell-R and cell-M,
20-Å-thick Al was directly deposited onto ITO to ensure
band alignment at the metal/organic interface,31 and thus to
decrease the significant energy barrier that prevents electron
transport from the CGL to ITO.

The EQE and PE of each device are shown in Figs. 9�b�
and 9�c�. The control device shows a peak forward-viewing
EQE= �8.9�0.2�% at current density J=0.13 mA /cm2,
similar to previously reported Ir�ppy�3-based electrophos-
phorescent OLEDs.32 A peak forward-viewing EQE
= �10.5�0.2�% is observed for cell-L at J=0.37 mA /cm2

and EQE= �10.6�0.2�% at J=39 �A /cm2 for cell-M. In
contrast, cell-R shows a significantly reduced peak EQE

= �5.3�0.2�% at a current density of J=0.92 mA /cm2. The
PE for cell-L, cell-M, and cell-R have maxima of �26�1�,
�29�1�, and �15�1� lm /W, respectively, compared to PE
= �23�1� lm /W for the control device.

Since no NPD emission is observed as a function of
current density for cell-L, cell-M, or cell-R, we infer that
there exists no electron leakage in the three devices. The
improved electron transport to the EML achieved by the
CGL in cell-L and cell-M leads to enhanced EQEs. In con-
trast, due to enhanced hole injection from a CGL anode,
cell-R shows an EQE considerably less than that of the con-
trol OLED. As suggested by Eqs. �3� and �4�, to achieve high
efficiency and brightness, CGLs, used in varied contact com-
binations must provide for charge balance in each emitting
element of which the structures have to be modified accord-
ing to the contact combinations for perfect charge balance.
Note that optical interference effects introduced by CGLs
and the thin Al layers in all three cells have been calculated
based on transfer matrix simulations,33 leading to only a
small �3%� effect on the PEs, and hence cannot be the cause
of the reduced EQE of cell-R.

Comparing the efficiency of the control device with
those of each subelement in the stack, we obtain the follow-
ing charge balance fractions for cell-L, cell-M, and cell-R
�see Fig. 9�a��:

�cell-L =
Jh,L − Jh,L�

Jh,L
=

10.5%

EQEmax
, �5a�

FIG. 9. �Color online� �a� Schematic of the currents that establish charge
balance in a SOLED with three subelements. The directions of current den-
sities are indicated by arrows. Parasitic leakage currents are indicated by the
dashed lines. �b� EQEs and �c� PEs of cell-L �open square�, cell-M �inverted
triangle�, cell-R �open circle�, and the control device �triangle�.

TABLE II. Structure of the subcells in a three layer SOLED and the control
OLED.

Devices Layer functions Materials
Thicknesses

�Å�

Cell-L Anode ITO 1500
HTL NPD 400
EML Ir�ppy�3 :CBP 250
ETL BCP 500
CGL Li:BCP /MoO3 100/100

Cathode Al 500

Cell-M Anode ITO/Al 1500/20
CGL Li:BCP /MoO3 100/100
HTL NPD 400
EML Ir�ppy�3 :CBP 250
ETL BCP 500
CGL Li:BCP /MoO3 100/100

Cathode Al 500

Cell-R Anode ITO/Al 1500/20
CGL Li:BCP /MoO3 100/100
HTL NPD 400
EML Ir�ppy�3 :CBP 250
ETL BCP 400

Cathode LiF/Al 8/500

Control Anode ITO 1500
HTL NPD 400
EML Ir�ppy�3 :CBP 250
ETL BCP 400

Cathode LiF/Al 8/500
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�cell-M =
Jh,M − Jh,M�

Jh,M
=

10.1%

EQEmax
, �5b�

�cell-R =
Jh,R − Jh,R�

Jh,R
=

5.1%

EQEmax
. �5c�

Under charge neutrality at both electrodes, we have

Jh,L = Je,R + Jh,R� = Jmax � 0.4 mA/cm2. �5d�

Equations �5a�–�5c� show that the charge balance factor of
cell-R is approximately 50% of that achieved in cell-L and
cell-M, indicating a large hole-current imbalance in cell-R.
With EQEmax
20% achieved in Ir-based electrophosphores-
cence OLEDs,18 we infer a hole leakage current of Jh,R�
=0.30 mA /cm2, whose presence results in the significantly
reduced EQE of that subelement.

To optimize cell-R, the hole current was controlled by
using various thicknesses of BCP, ranging from 300 to 600
Å. As shown in Fig. 10, peak EQEs of �3.7�0.2�%,
�5.1�0.2�%, �8.3�0.2�%, and �8.6�0.2�% are observed
for BCP thicknesses of 300, 400, 500, and 600 Å, respec-
tively. The corresponding PEs have maximum values of
�11�1�, �15�1�, �24�1�, and �22�1� lm /W. Increased
EQEs and PEs are observed for the devices with BCP thick-
nesses of 500 and 600 Å. Thus, by changing only the trans-
port layer thickness �and hence its resistance�, we can sig-
nificantly improve cell efficiency, which supports the
conclusion that charge imbalance in cell-R is the primary
mechanism for efficiency loss. Of the various means of
achieving charge balance, Ohmic hole and electron injection
into the EML is optimal. Hence, employing charge blocking

layers15 as opposed to increasing layer resistance �as done
here� provides the highest combination of PE and EQE for
each element in the stack.

The EQEs and PEs of the G-G-G SOLEDs with varied
BCP thicknesses in cell-R, from 400 to 600 Å, are shown in
Figs. 11�a� and 11�b�, respectively. Devices with 300-, 400-,
500-, and 600-Å-thick BCP exhibit forward-viewing EQEs
peaking at �20.5�1.0�%, �21.6�1.0�%, �24.3�1.0�%, and
�23.1�1.0�%, respectively, at a current density of J=1.4

10−4 A /cm2. The optimized G-G-G SOLED, with 500-Å-
thick BCP in cell-R, shows a peak forward-viewing PE
= �19�1� lm /W at the current density of J=1.7

10−5 A /cm2, which rolls off to �12�1� lm /W at
1000 cd /m2 corresponding to J=1.2
10−3 A /cm2. The
EQEs of the G-G-G SOLEDs are approximately the sum of
the EQEs of the three individual OLEDs over a wide range
of current densities, indicating that the losses at the transpar-
ent CGL are minimal.

Liao et al.34 reported a similar Ir�ppy�3-based G-G-G
OLED where Li:tris�8-hydroxyquinoline�aluminum/FeCl3:
4 ,4�-bis-�1-naphthyl-N-phenylamino�-biphenyl was used as
the CGL. Comparison of our device performance with that of
Liao et al., however, is difficult due to their use of cd/A for
efficiency determination and the assumption that the SOLED
is a pure Lambertian source �which is not accurate for de-
vices that exhibit pronounced microcavity effects, as in this
case�. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume comparable
efficiencies in both devices given that each stacked subele-
ment is not expected to have an EQE	8–9%, as widely
reported for discrete Ir�ppy�3-based OLEDs.

FIG. 10. �Color online� �a� EQEs and �b� PEs of cell-R with various BCP
thicknesses.

FIG. 11. �Color online� �a� EQEs and �b� PEs of G-G-G SOLEDs with
various BCP thicknesses in cell-R. Note that the results are consistent with
the sum of a combination of the three discrete subelements in Figs. 9 and 10.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have modeled carrier generation from doped organic/
metal-oxide interfaces in SOLEDs based on electron injec-
tion via thermally assisted tunneling through a
�1.2�0.2� eV barrier and an oxygen vacancy-induce trap
level at �0.06�0.01� eV above the metal oxide �in this case,
MoO3� valence band maximum. Based on our model, we
optimize a stacked green electrophosphorescent OLED with
three subelements �G-G-G SOLED�. The highest efficiency
from all three elements in the stack is obtained when both
carrier injection from the CGLs and the counterelectrodes are
all in balance. This requires different injection electrode
combinations for each element, i.e., ITO anode/CGL cathode
for the bottom �anode facing� element, CGL anode/CGL
cathode for the central element, and CGL anode/Al cathode
for the top �cathode facing� element. Charge balance was
achieved by modifying the thickness of the carrier transport
layer, although the use of charge blocking layers to achieve
balance in the subelement emission layer should lead to
higher PEs than obtained here.
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